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Create a Photography Portfolio 
Course Project 

 
 
Instructions: 
A photography project is a focused effort to capture photographs related to a specific object or theme. A photography 
portfolio is a collection of photos that can be used to share a photographer's capabilities, skills, and interests. A portfolio 
can come from a project. It may be used as an exhibit to share photos or as an example of work to apply for a job or 
assignment. All photographers, whether professional or amateur can use portfolios to share their work. 
 
In this course project, you will work on a specific photographic project to create a portfolio of 10-15 photographs that 
demonstrates your skills and can stand on its own as a portfolio, exhibition, job or assignment. 
 
Note: This project includes specific due dates to ensure your project is complete by the end of the course. Please review 
the following schedule and plan your work accordingly. Your instructor will give you specific dates and instructions, but in 
general, your schedule is: 

 Part One (The Proposal) - Allocate approximately 3-4 days. Your proposal is due the first Saturday of the course. 

 Part Two (The Shoot) - Allocate approximately 8 days. Your portfolio is due the second Saturday of the course. 

 Part Three (Peer Review) - Allocate approximately 3 days. Your peer reviews are due the second Tuesday (the 
last day) of the course. 

 
In Part One, you identify a project and write and submit a project proposal. Your instructor will provide feedback to help 
ensure your project is appropriate in content and scope for this assignment. 
 
In Part Two, you will execute your project in at least three work cycles (plan, shoot, evaluate, and refine). You will then 
create and submit a portfolio of 10-15 photos and a narrative. 
 
In Part Three you will review and critique one of your peers’ projects, as directed by your instructor. 

 
Complete each project part as you progress through the course. Submit the project parts as directed by your instructor. 
Begin your course project by completing Part One below. A submit button can be found on the Project Part Two and 
Three pages. Information about the grading rubrics are available on the course project assignment pages. You will receive 
a separate grade for your portfolio submission and your peer review. Do not hesitate to contact your instructor if you have 
any questions about the project. 
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PART ONE 

Write a Project Proposal 
___________________________________________________________________ 

Writing a project proposal is an important skill for photographers. You will use proposals to obtain funding and to win 
assignments. From a less formal perspective, defining a project proposal can help you focus your efforts and develop 
specific skills or creative insights. 
 
Before completing the project proposal, select a project subject or theme. Your subject or theme should be something in 
which you are interested. Also, you will complete this assignment in three work cycles, so select a subject to which you 
will have consistent access over the next two weeks. 
 
If you need some inspiration, think about topics such as: 

 Fruits, trees, or flowers of your region 

 People: individual portraits, people in action, “street photography” 

 Cityscapes, or details such as doors, signs, graffiti  

 Sports events 

 Long-term news events or happenings in your area  

 Transportation - vehicles at work, commuting vehicles, or vehicles of a certain era, color, or type 

 Night scenes 

 Colors, patterns or details 
 

Project Proposal 
 
1. Define your project subject or theme and the purpose.  

For example, “Close up photos of flowers to show the different patterns and geometries they display” or “Photographs 
of athletes in action made with slow shutter speeds to express their energy and movement.” 
 
 

Subject: Branches and Bark 

Purpose: Investigate Winter Tree Branches & Bark 

     The leaves have fallen from the deciduous trees. In their nakedness, the trees on our property show 

what was hidden- branches and bark. But, when I look there is much to see:  

 a new form of green in lichen and mosses,  

 perching birds are no longer hidden,  

 lines and textures of bark and branches dominate tree structures 
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2. Describe your project.  
Your project description should include what you plan to do and what you expect the outcome to be like. For example: 
“For this project about the geometry of flowers, I will be selecting flowers such as zinnias, sunflowers, dahlias, and 
roses that reveal geometric patterns in the way their petals are arranged. I will use controlled lighting to reveal the 
geometric patterns and the photographs will be taken at a close distance to accentuate the pattern.”  
 
 

     For this project, I will investigate the colors, textures, shapes, and lines that have been exposed now that 

all the leaves haves fallen from the deciduous trees in our area. 

     I will depend on natural light sources to explore stylistic approaches and elements of photographic 

technique. 

 
 

 
 
3.  Define your intended audiences (at least your primary audience and up to two secondary audiences) and the benefits 

or value the project will provide them. 
 

 
Audience 

      
Project Value/Benefit 

Social media- 

 WordPress Blog 
 InstaGram 

Share Nature photos with others who are interested in 
natural history topics; or are also Nature photographers.  

Personal interest 
Photos help to chronicle the flora and fauna on a unique 
section of our property that includes wetland and riparian 
woodlands.  

 
4. Describe your vision for how your project should be presented. 

 

 
5. Provide three photos that represent your work and/or your vision. Explain the relevance of each photo to your project. 
 

Note: You will compress these files into a single ZIP file. Please ensure the sizes of each image are no larger than 
2,000 pixels on the longest side. To enable your instructor to know which file is which photo, save each photo with 
unique file names. For example: 
 
Sample Pattern: Course_Your Name_Proj Part _Photo Num_Lighting Style 
Example: Portfolio_JDoe_Part One_Photo 1_Red Bird 
 
 

 
I can incorporate the photos from this portfolio in a post on my blog about seasonal change.  
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Photo 

 

      
Photo File Name 

      
Relevance to Project 

1 AAP106_part 1_jane wilson_01 
“Big picture” overview of variety of branches and 
bark available to explore as subject matter. 

2 
 
AAP106_part 1_jane wilson_02 

Wetland system wildlife reveals itself when wall of 
leaves is removed. 

3   AAP106_part 1_jane wilson_03 
Closer view of potential “finds” on branches and 
bark. Here a coat of mosses. 
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PART TWO 

Create Your Portfolio  
___________________________________________________________________ 

In this section, you will execute your project in at least three work cycles and create and submit your portfolio. Take notes 
during each work cycle, as you will need the information to formulate a plan for subsequent cycles. 
 
Remember, you have approximately eight days to complete this part of your project. You are to submit your photo 
portfolio by the end of the second Saturday of this course. 
 

Part A: Make Your Photographs 
Cycle 1 
Plan 
 
1. Review your project proposal and create a plan for your initial shoot. 
 

 
Where will your shoot take place? Does it create unique needs? 

 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

This shoot will take place along the wetland and 
wooded areas of located around my home in 
Hillsboro, Oregon. 

I need walk around the property to pin point 
thematic areas of interest. E.g., a specific tree, 
habitat area. 

 
 

Do you need permissions? How will you obtain them? 
 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

None necessary  

 
 

What is your vision for your photo outcomes? What approaches will you try? 
 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

I would like to create a collection of photos that 
reveal patterns, textures, colors, other hidden 
attributes that can be found in the bark and 
branches of winter trees. Discover aspects that 
generally go hidden during the time when trees 
are leafed out. 

I need to plan taking photos at various times of 
day, and during varied weather conditions to 
maximize the potential for variances caused by 
changes in lighting and moisture. 
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What cameras, lenses, and accessories do you need? 

 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

 
Nikon D500 for APS-C crop sensor 

Outfit camera(s) with lens selections that allow 
wide-angle and telephoto technical and stylistic 
possibilities and choices. 

 
 

Do you need people (e.g., assistants or models)? 
 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

No help needed.  

 
 

Does scheduling matter (e.g., for type of light or availability of subjects)? 
 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

Yes, scheduling will help me to achieve variety in 
lighting/ weather conditions. 

Pay attention to time of day- an app on my 
iPhone could be helpful. Photopills is handy for 
things like sunrise/set, golden hour, blue hour. 
Pay attention to weather forecast. 

 
 

What supplies/materials do you need? 
 

 
Your Answer 

 
What do you need to do? 

Tripod, maybe. 
 

Run back into the house if I forget or need 
something! That’s an advantage to staying at 
home 😉 
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2. Complete a checklist of what you will need.  

My checklist is noted on the chart found on next page. Thank you 😊 

 
Cameras and Accessories 

❏ Lenses 

❏ Filters 

❏ Memory Cards 

❏ Extra Batteries 

❏ Connecting Cables 
 

Props 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

 
People 

❏ Photo Assistant 

❏ Models 
 
 
 

Lighting Equipment 

❏ Lights 

❏ Light Stands and utility stands 

❏ Light Modifiers 

 

Tools 

❏ Hammer 

❏ Screwdrivers (Flat, Philips, Star, Other) 

❏ Wrenches 

❏ Scissors 

❏ Utility knife 

❏ Clamps 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
Other Equipment 

❏ Laptop computer 

❏ Equipment cases 

❏ Generator 

❏ Extension Cords  

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
 

Supplies 

❏ Tape 

❏ Wire 

❏ String 

❏ Black and white cardboard/foam core 

❏ Paint 

❏ Markers 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 

Permissions Needed 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 
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Outside Photo Shoot | Checklist  

Location: Beaver Willows, Hillsboro, Oregon 

Camera 

X Nikon D850 X Nikon D500  Nikon D7100  iPhone 

Lenses 

Tamron 

 15-30mm f/2.8  24-70mm f/2.8 X 70-200mm f/2.8  
150-600mm 
f/5- 6.3 

Nikon 

 
16-80mm 
f/2.8-4 

 
18-200mm 
f/3.5-5.6 

 50mm f/1.8  60mm f/2.8 

Rokinon 

X 14mm f/2.8 
Lens- notes: 

Accessories 

 Tripod  Monopod x 
Extra charged  
battery 

 Extra SD card 

 
Filter- circular 
Polarizer 

 Filter- polarizer  Filter- diffuser  
Filter- neutral   
density set 

 Rain gear  
Wireless remote 
Shutter release 

 Camera bags  Lens spray/wipe 

 iPhone  iPad  Laptop  My settings ring 

Tools/ Supplies/ Props 

        

        

Contacts/ Permissions 
Name- 
 
n/a 

Information- 

Name- Information- 

Name- Information- 
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Shoot 
 
Go out and shoot! As you take your photos, take notes about your approaches, methods and techniques. When you 
review your photos and find some you really like, you will want to remember what you did. Conversely, when you see 
photos that miss the mark, you will also want to know what you did so you can learn from the experience. 
 
Also, be mindful as you shoot. Pause periodically and ask yourself how you feel about the process and the results. 
Consider if you need to modify your mindset or approach to get better results. 
 
Review-  
 
Review your photos from your first session to determine what worked, what didn’t, and what you’d like to change for  
Cycle 2. 
 

1. Review your photos. Consider: My review is noted on the charts that follow. Thank you 😊 

 Content  

❏ Do the photos show the subject well? 

❏ Do the photos show what you’re trying to express? 

 Technique 

❏ Does the technique you used support your purpose, did it achieve the results you want? 

 Impact 

❏ Are the photos interesting? 

❏ Are the photos engaging? 

❏ Do the photos make you think or feel? 
The photographs that I selected from Cycle 1 photo shoot for my Project Portfolio passed the criteria listed 
above for content, technique, impact. The questions above are part of the process I go through to cull through 
the photos on my XQD card to make eliminations. 

 
2. Compare your results to your notes. 

My photos stayed within the specifications I listed in the Purpose of my Project Proposal. I was able to 
photograph subjects, lines, textures, and lighting opportunities that are not available when the deciduous 
trees are leafed out. Since the show-stopper became the sighting of a Douglas Squirrel, the photos in this 
portion of the project were created with “bark” as the location. 
Consider what techniques you used that you want to continue to use, explore further, or disregard 
completely. 
The techniques in Cycle 1 were applied in dry, sunny conditions. This allowed for bold effects exploration 
using direct natural light. In Cycle 2, I plan to explore in the opposite conditions. 
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Refine   
 
Based on your review, refine your plan for Cycle 2. 
 
1. Explain changes you will make to your approach or techniques to better attain your vision. 
 
 
Cycle 1 location was primarily focused on the “bark” aspect of my theme. The next Cycle 2, will have 

primary focus on the “branches” aspect of my theme. 

 

The changes I will make involve shooting in moist, overcast conditions. That will allow for soft effects 

exploration using diffused natural light. In Part A, Lindsey suggested to tone down sharpening… that 

was done to some degree in Cycle 1 photos, however, I think Cycle 2 will provide an opportunity to put 

the suggestion to even better implementation. 

 

Although I was very pleased with the results I achieved using my 70-200mm lens, I am planning to use 

my Tamron 150-600mm lens for Cycle 2. Since I plan to shoot into our cherry tree, the increased zoom 

should be very helpful. The longer focal length zoom effect will allow the potential for shallower depth of 

field. 

 

 Note: The Rokinon 14mm lens did not work well at all. I will keep it in my bag specifically for night sky 

photography! (That’s the reason I purchased it in the first place 😉) 
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Jane’s Photograph Evaluation/ Cycle 1: Photos selected to inclusion in Project Portfolio 
Photograph: 01 Leaf Curl   Lens Shutter  

Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2328 Tamron 

70-200 

1/6000 f/4.8 2000 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Leaf wrapped on branch  Center-weighted 

Location- 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .02 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

Colors, texture and shapes of leaf, branch, and bark explored in macro composition. 
Direct natural light reveals strong contrasts. High-key leaf exposure works well. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? Direct natural light revealed strong contrasts.   

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

This leaf seems to cling to what little is left of the branch… each structure nearing its 
return to carbon. 

Photograph: 02 Douglas Squirrel Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2361 Tamron 

70-200 

1/90 f/9.5 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Tree bark/ Douglas Squirrel  Center-weighted 

Location 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X   

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

My goal was to remain in this one area of the willow row to explore the bark and 
branches. I was pleasantly surprised when a native OR squirrel popped in. They are 
unusual to see. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Normal exposure, close perspective. 70-200 mm lens proved to be a great choice for 
this session. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Intimate photographs of this particular squirrel species is tricky. They are rare to see, 
and quick on their feet- highly interesting subject 

Photograph: 03 Sunburst Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2361 Tamron 

70-200 

1/90 f/9.5 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches/ sunburst  Center-weighted 

Location 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .66 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

I’m very pleased with this photo. A variety of tree bark textures are pictured. And, to 
have a Douglas Squirrel AND a sunburst! 
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Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Morning sun was still low in the sky- backlit this scene. My aperture could have been 
smaller. This shot slightly over-exposed, Post process fixed! 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Interesting to have a Douglas Squirrel and a sunburst- I think this photo could be 
though provoking and engaging. 

Photograph: 04 Smile Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2383 Tamron 

70-200 

1/350 f/16 2000 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Tree bark/ Douglas Squirrel  Center-weighted 

Location-Willow row Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .27 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

I was actually on the path squirrel use to travel from wetland back to the forest. I’ve 
never been this close to a Douglas squirrel with a camera in hand. Telephoto helped 
be a lesser threat! 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Normal exposure, close and perspective. Vertical framing helped to create a 
symmetrical diagonal line between positive and negative space. 
Photos explore/contrast almost eye level and high level perspective 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? The balance of light/dark, smooth/rough, soft/hard, create interest and tension. 

Photograph: 05 Squirrel Up Lens Shutter  
Speed 

Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2388 Tamron 

70-200 

1/350 f/9.5 2000 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Tree bark/ Douglas Squirrel  Center-weighted 

Location 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .16 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

I was actually on the path squirrel use to travel from wetland back to the forest. I’ve 
never been this close to a Douglas squirrel with a camera in hand. Telephoto helped 
be a lesser threat! 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Normal exposure, close and perspective. Vertical framing helped to create a 
symmetrical diagonal line between positive and negative space. 
Photos explore/contrast almost eye level and high level perspective 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? The balance of light/dark, smooth/rough, soft/hard, create interest and tension. 
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Photograph: 06 Squirrel Down Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2394 Tamron 

70-200 

1/1500 f/9.5 2000 

 Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Tree bark/ Douglas Squirrel  Center-weighted 

Location 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth.16 of Field 

X Highlight weighted 
X   

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

Love the way this little cutey turned around after getting some height to see where I 
was situated. Slightly blurred background accentuates the downward looking squirrel 
as it clings to highly textured bark. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Normal exposure. Close-up feel of the photo created with long reach of lens- 200mm 
on a APS-C camera gives 350mm equivalent focal length 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

I was interested in this squirrel’s lip. Wasn’t sure if it had food in its mouth, or was 
recovering from an injury. 

Photograph: 07 Squirrel Silhouette Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2399 Tamron 

70-200 

1/3000 f/6.7 2000 

 Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Tree bark/ Douglas Squirrel/ branches  Center-weighted 

Location-Willow row Focal Length 
  Spot 
75 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

X Highlight weighted 
X  ..60 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

I especially am pleased with the Composition of this photo. The contrasts are 
balanced. The branches and bark concept is well defined now that the tree leaves 
have fallen from the trees. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Backlight is hard at work in this photo. Illuminates white tree features and creates 
silhouetting of the squirrel. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Engages audience with subject matter and the interplay between light and dark, 
delicate and bold, diagonal and vertical lines 
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Photograph: 08 Birds Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2424 Tamron 

70-200 

1/8000 f/5.6 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Bark, branches, birds   Center-weighted 

Location 
Willow row 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
200 

Date 
12/04/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .78 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

The push and pull between strong contrasts created by direct light is delicately 
interrupted by the appearance of two little birds. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Diagonal and horizontal lines provide a framework to support the subjects in this 
photo- a Black-capped Chickadee and a White Breasted Nuthatch 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Interesting because there is a White-breasted Nuthatch who gets a second look 
because they are not a very common sighting. 
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My checklist update is noted on the chart found on next page. Thank you 😊 

2. Update your checklist. 
 

Cameras and Accessories 

❏ Lenses 

❏ Filters 

❏ Memory Cards 

❏ Extra Batteries 

❏ Connecting Cables 
 

Props 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

 
People 

❏ Photo Assistant 

❏ Models 
 
 
 

Lighting Equipment 

❏ Lights 

❏ Light Stands and utility stands 

❏ Light Modifiers 

 

Tools 

❏ Hammer 

❏ Screwdrivers (Flat, Philips, Star, Other) 

❏ Wrenches 

❏ Scissors 

❏ Utility knife 

❏ Clamps 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
Other Equipment 

❏ Laptop computer 

❏ Equipment cases 

❏ Generator 

❏ Extension Cords  

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
 

Supplies 

❏ Tape 

❏ Wire 

❏ String 

❏ Black and white cardboard/foam core 

❏ Paint 

❏ Markers 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 

Permissions Needed 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 
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Outside Photo Shoot | Checklist Update  for cycle 2 

Location: Beaver Willows, Hillsboro, Oregon 

Camera 

 Nikon D850 X Nikon D500  Nikon D7100  iPhone 

Lenses 

Tamron 

 15-30mm f/2.8  24-70mm f/2.8  70-200mm f/2.8 X 
150-600mm 
f/5- 6.3 

Nikon 

 
16-80mm 
f/2.8-4 

 
18-200mm 
f/3.5-5.6 

 50mm f/1.8  60mm f/2.8 

Rokinon 

 14mm f/2.8 
Lens- notes: 

Accessories 

 Tripod  Monopod X 
Extra charged  
battery 

 Extra SD card 

 
Filter- circular 
Polarizer 

 Filter- polarizer  Filter- diffuser  
Filter- neutral   
density set 

 Rain gear  
Wireless remote 
Shutter release 

 Camera bags  Lens spray/wipe 

 iPhone  iPad  Laptop  My settings ring 

Tools/ Supplies/ Props 

        

        

Contacts/ Permissions 
Name- 
Not applicable 

Information- 

Name- Information- 

Name- Information- 
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Cycle 2 

Plan 
Use the plan you revised during the Refine phase of Cycle 1.  

Shoot 
Go out and shoot. Continue to take notes about your approaches, methods and techniques so you can make 
further refinements. 

Review 
Review your photos from your second session to determine what worked, what didn’t, and what you’d like to 
change for Cycle 3. 
 

3. Review your photos. Consider: My review is noted on the chart found on page 14. Thank you 😊 

 

 Content  

❏ Do the photos show the subject well? 

❏ Do the photos show what you’re trying to express? 

 Technique 

❏ Does the technique you used support your purpose, did it achieve the results you want? 

 Impact 

❏ Are the photos interesting? 

❏ Are the photos engaging? 

❏ Do the photos make you think or feel? 
The photographs that I selected from Cycle 2 photo shoot for my Project Portfolio passed the criteria listed above 
for content, technique, impact. The questions above are part of the process I go through to cull through the photos 
on my XQD card to make eliminations. 

 
4. Compare your results to your notes. 
My photos stayed within the specifications I listed in the Purpose of my Project Proposal. I was able to photograph 
subjects, lines, textures, and lighting opportunities that are not available when the deciduous trees are leafed out. 
Moist weather bulks up the lichen and mosses on the branches to create miniature “gardens” nestled in the tree 
that are unseen when the tree has leaves. 
 
    Consider what techniques you used that you want to continue to use, explore further, or disregard completely. 
I think the telephoto lens does a magnificent job capturing the detail, and provides a way to create a shortened 
depth of field that mutes the background “crunchiness” of the trees in the nearby forest. 
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Refine 
Based on your review, refine your plan for Cycle 3. 
 
3. Explain changes you will make to your approach or techniques to better attain your vision. 
 
 
I think it would be magical, especially this time of year, to photograph bark, branches with snow. Sadly, 
that’s a rare occasion here in the Portland metro area. We humorously call our area “the Banana Belt.”  
 
So. If I think a little outside the bark/branches, I wonder how peeking between the bark and branches 
would be.  
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Jane’s Photograph Evaluation/ Cycle 2: Photos selected to inclusion in Project Portfolio 
Photograph: 09 Lichen Specimens Lens Shutter  

Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2442 Tamron 

150-600 

1/30 f/8 400 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location- 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
145 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  ..03 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 

Diagonal lines provide sections of interest for viewing a complex mini system of 
lichens and mosses. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? Long focal length of lens used for macro photography produced shallow depth of field. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Muted background showcases textures of flora and moisture. I find the small droplets 
hanging on fine spider thread to be very interesting. 

Photograph: 10 Moisture Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2482 Tamron 

150-600 

1/500 f/6 2000 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
420 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .013 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? Extreme close-up fills the frame for impact. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Diffused natural lighting provides soft, fantasy-like quality to the feel of the photo. 
Long focal length of lens used for macro photography produced shallow depth of field. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? This photo provokes thoughts of fairyland quality. 
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Photograph: 11 Branch Droplet Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2491 Tamron 

150-600 

1/500 f/5.3 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and water droplet  Center-weighted 

Location 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
220 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .03 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? 2/3 – 1/3 Rule created an asymmetrical division of the frame.  

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? Soft diffused side lighting adds a pleasing glow to this photo. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? Imbalance attracts my interest in the water droplet. 

Photograph: 12 Staghorn Lichen Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2495 Tamron 

150-600 

1/500 f/6.3 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location- 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
550 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  ..004 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? Collection of converging lines leads the eye to the clump of staghorn lichen. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Short depth of field, diffused lighting support the ability of the viewer to see what is 
hidden by leaves. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

This interesting close-up helped me to identify the species of lichen found on these 
branches. 

Photograph: 13 Cherry-less Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2507 Tamron 

150-600 

1/500 f/6.3 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
550 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .013 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? Long focal length of lens used for macro photography produced shallow depth of field. 
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Photograph: 14 Remnant Leaf Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2523 Tamron 

150-600 

1/250 f/6.7 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
420 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .019 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? A reminder of what the cherry tree has lost. It focuses on the leaf as a focal point. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? 

Diffused natural light, shallow depth of field and selection of camera equipment work 
in harmony for this intent of this photo. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? Sharp focus on leaf gives it interest. 

Photograph: 15 Bud In Waiting Lens Shutter  
Speed Aperture ISO Metering Mode 

Number 
500 2525 Tamron 

150-600 

1/250 f/6.7 1600 

X Matrix 

Subject- Nature 
Branches and flora  Center-weighted 

Location 
Cherry Tree 

Focal Length 
  Spot 
190 

Date 
12/06/2020 

RAW JPG Depth of Field 

 Highlight weighted 
X  .019 

Composition/ Style (creative decisions) 
Portray subject well? Show what I’m trying to express? Another photo that is meant to feel simple and to emphasize the dormant buds. 

Technique 
Do techniques support the purpose of the photo? High-key lighting accentuates the buds on the tree. 

Impact 
Interesting? Engaging? Thought provoking? 

Thought-provoking… feelings of hope and anticipation for the eventual coming of 
Spring. The Cherry tree will be ready to once again- bloom! 
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3. Update your checklist. 

My checklist update is noted on the chart found on next page. Thank you   

 
Cameras and Accessories 

❏ Lenses 

❏ Filters 

❏ Memory Cards 

❏ Extra Batteries 

❏ Connecting Cables 
 

Props 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

❏ Props: _________________________ 

 
People 

❏ Photo Assistant 

❏ Models 
 
 
 

Lighting Equipment 

❏ Lights 

❏ Light Stands and utility stands 

❏ Light Modifiers 

 

Tools 

❏ Hammer 

❏ Screwdrivers (Flat, Philips, Star, Other) 

❏ Wrenches 

❏ Scissors 

❏ Utility knife 

❏ Clamps 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
Other Equipment 

❏ Laptop computer 

❏ Equipment cases 

❏ Generator 

❏ Extension Cords  

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 
 
 

Supplies 

❏ Tape 

❏ Wire 

❏ String 

❏ Black and white cardboard/foam core 

❏ Paint 

❏ Markers 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 

❏ Other: _________________________ 
 

Permissions Needed 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: _____________________ 

❏ Permissions: ____________________ 
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Outside Photo Shoot | Checklist Update for Cycle 3 

Location: Beaver Willows, Hillsboro, ORegon 

Camera 

x Nikon D850 x Nikon D500  Nikon D7100  iPhone 

Lenses 

Tamron 

 15-30mm f/2.8 ? 24-70mm f/2.8 x 70-200mm f/2.8 x 
150-600mm 
f/5- 6.3 

Nikon 

 
16-80mm 
f/2.8-4 

 
18-200mm 
f/3.5-5.6 

 50mm f/1.8  60mm f/2.8 

Rokinon 

 14mm f/2.8 
Lens- notes: 

Accessories 

x Tripod  Monopod  
Extra charged  
battery 

 Extra SD card 

 
Filter- circular 
Polarizer 

 Filter- polarizer  Filter- diffuser  
Filter- neutral   
density set 

 Rain gear  
Wireless remote 
Shutter release 

 Camera bags  Lens spray/wipe 

 iPhone  iPad  Laptop  My settings ring 

Tools/ Supplies/ Props 

        

        

Contacts/ Permissions 
Name- 
Not applicable 

Information- 

Name- Information- 

Name- Information- 
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Cycle 3 

Plan 
Use the plan you revised during the Refine phase of Cycle 2.  

Shoot 
Go out and shoot. Though you won’t review your photos from this session for the purpose of refining your next 
shoot, continue to take notes. You can still learn from the process, and you may reference the notes when 
preparing your portfolio narrative. 

 
I’ve enjoyed how my coursework in this program has inspired me to create the organizational tools that I’ve 
interspersed into these Project Packets. I’ve long looked for ways to capture my thinking about photography in 
constructive ways. I’m collecting the charts in a folder that has, already, received a fair amount of use as I aspire 
to master the science/art of photography. I have a feeling there will be no actual end to this process… that’s more 
than okay with me!!  
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Part B: Create and Submit Your Portfolio 

 
Review your photos and select 10-15 for your portfolio.  

 
1. Use one to three selection methods Professor Perlus explained. Identify which one(s) you used and the degree 

to which they helped you make your selection. 
 

Selection Methods 
 
1) Evaluate the photos against selection criteria:  

a) Supportive of theme 
b) Engaging  
c) Unique 
d) Format 
e) Your goals for the project 
f) Individually strong 

2)  Yes/No 

3)   Ratings (Take only 4’s and 5’s) 

4)   Five in a Fire 

5)   Groupings 

6)   Audience or others’ feedback 

 

 
 
  

      
Techniques Used 

      
Results 

1) Evaluate the photos against      
    selection criteria 

Second step in my process. Definitely the most time-
consuming step, but very informative for my practice. 

2) Yes/ No 
First step in my process. 
I found this to be a fast way to reduce the number of 
photos up for consideration. 

3) Lightroom iPad feature- 
    “Choose Best Photos” 

Third step- mostly for fun 😊 
Just discovered this! I used it after making my choices 
based on # 1 and #2! Interesting to compare how AI 
and my Intelligence viewed my photos. Most we 
agreed upon… there were a few I selected that AI 
didn’t, but I kept them in my portfolio regardless. 
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2. Identify the photos you selected for your portfolio. Include the order in which they should be viewed. 

 
Note: You will submit these photos separately; please ensure the sizes of each image are no longer than 
2,000 pixels on the longest side. Additionally, save them with unique file names so your instructor will be able 
to identify which photos is for which purpose. For example: 
 
Sample Pattern: Course_Your Name_Proj Part_Photo Num_Descriptive Name 
Example: Portfolio_JDoe_Part Three_Photo 1_Red bird near waterfall 

 
 

      
  Photographic Portfolio Summary 

 

  Order File Name 

1 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_01_leaf curl 

2 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_02_douglas 

3 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_03_sunburst 

4 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_04_squirrel smile 

5 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_05_up 

6 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_06_down 

7 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_07_silhouette 

8 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_08_birds 

9 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_09_lichen specimens 

10 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_10_moisture 

11 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_11_droplet 

12 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_12_staghorn lichen 

13 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_13_cherry-less 

14 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_14_remnant leaf 

15 AAP106_jane_wilson_part2_15_buds in waiting 
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3. Write a “wall label” project description.  
 

A wall label is often associated with an exhibition, though it may be an introduction to a printed or online 
portfolio. It provides viewers with information that may help them understand and appreciate your work. It can 
provide some background or context to help satisfy the natural curiosity that arises when people view your 
work and can provide perspectives they may use to think about what they are seeing.  
 
It could be as simple as “These close-ups of flowers were made to show the intricate geometries sometimes 
hidden in nature. Controlled lighting effects were used to highlight and reveal patterns that often go unnoticed.” 
It could also be more thorough, for example, including a little bit of background about you, your reasons for 
creating the project, and information about your subject that might help viewers appreciate your work. It is 
important, however, not to interpret the work you show or attempt to suggest its meaning. That must always be 
left to the viewer. 

 
Stop… Look! 

 

Although trees look bleak and bare, 

Be surprised at what’s found there. 

 

Look at those branches and bark, 

You’ll soon see they aren’t so stark. 

 

Ponder some photos… you’ll see, 

Wonders on a leafless tree. 

______________________________ 

This photo collection investigates what can be seen now that the leaves have fallen from the 

deciduous trees. Enjoy the colors, textures, shapes, and lines that have been exposed in spaces 

we can only see this time of year.  

 

 See if you can tell which photos were taken in bright lighting that emphasized the 

textures and the critters seen in and on the bark.  

 See if you can tell which photos were taken on a misty and cloudy day. The diffused 

lighting in those photographs emphasized the textures and flora seen in the branches of 

a cherry tree. 

 

Be curious- find the beauty of Nature found on Bark and Branches. 

Be sure to look on both sunny and cloudy days… 
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4.  Describe your intention for how the project should be presented to the intended audience. Write it as       
     instructions you might share with someone setting it up for you. 
 
 

This collection of photos will be incorporated into a blog post and in a Zoom meeting about 

changing seasons for a group of neighborhood children. As you will see, I need to set this up 

myself.  

The poem I wrote for the “wall label” is intended for a project I am currently working on 

specifically for the children in my neighborhood. They started a Bird Club and asked me to help 

with organizing resources and setting up weekly Zoom meetings. The group also asked about a 

way to share photos and to write about birds and Nature with each other. I’m building a bird 

buddy blog for them and hosting Zoom meetings to help them with their ideas!  

 

The photos in my portfolio could be used to open conversations about how to observe Nature:  

 when seasons change, so does our view of Nature 

 how do we select a spot and stay there quietly for awhile 

 why remaining still and quiet is helpful (that’s what I had to do for these photos) 

 what to do in that spot- look with curiosity- find what couldn’t be found when the trees all 

had leaves 

 notice little things-like leaves in odd places, other plants actually growing on branches! 

 be open for surprises- like a Douglas Tree Squirrel, birds camouflaged in the bark, 

lichens and mosses in the branches… 

I’m excited about supporting and sharing Nature inspiration with my young neighborhood 

friends. In these tough COVID times, finding ways for them to be outside is vital. I wish we could 

go on hikes and have photo-taking session together. The hope, for now, is to help them find 

ways to be off-line for a while with independent activities and activities they can do as a family. 

My photos, these and others, will be a contribution in that direction…  

 

 

 
5. Copy the information from questions 2-4 into the separate Portfolio Submission Form and submit it           
    along with this course project documentation and your photo files. It will be provided to your peer  
    reviewer to enable them to complete Part Three of the project. 
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PART THREE 

Critique Project Portfolios  
___________________________________________________________________ 
Peer review is a critical component in developing your photography skills. As a reviewer, you will always learn as 
you review the works of others critically. What works, what doesn’t? How can you apply others’ techniques to your 
own work? As the recipient of a critique, you can truly learn by being open to your peers’ feedback. What reached 
them? What did not? How do others experience your work? 
 
In this section, you will receive one of your peers’ projects from your instructor for review. You will review the 
portfolio, complete a peer review, and return it to the instructor. Your instructor will review your feedback before 
sending it to your peer. 
 
Download the Photography Portfolio Peer Review form available on the Part Three page in your course. 
Complete the review and submit the completed review form using the Submit Assignment button. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
To submit this assignment, please refer to the instructions in the course.  


